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Fire Fighting Trailers

Mainstream Monitor Trailer Fire Engineering
Pty Limited

Description

Orion Mainstream trailers are highly mobile small trailer mounted monitors. The most
standard model uses an 80mm (3”) Warden monitor. The trailers include a flat deck for
the operator to stand on. Monitors may be rotated through 360 degrees. The trailers are
fitted with a water manifold with the appropriate number of inlets for connection to the
water supply

Trailers are equipped with stabilising legs on all four corners and an adjustable jockey
wheel.

.

Mainstream Trailer with Warden 8095 monitor and FF-2000PB foam nozzle
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Specifications

Trailer will be supplied with the following:
 ½ tonne axle with overrun brakes
 50mm ball hitch c/w hand brake
 Hot dipped galvanised trailer and waterway
 Aluminium checker plate flat bed
 Aluminium hose box (for 17 hoses)
 Retractable legs (4 off) at each corner
 Retractable Jockey Wheel
 100mm Cast Iron Gate Valve
 15” Tyres
 ADR Approved 3 in 1 brake lights
 Water inlets 4 x 65mm BSP Female, c/w brass check valves trailer and checker plate

floor painted as per paint specification
 Warden 8090 monitor
 FF-4000PSD foam nozzle with metering valve

Options

 Monitor geared (shown)
 Water inlet(s) fitted with check valves
 Road lighting to most international standards
 Screw down jacks
 Spare tyre
 Equipment boxes
 Customised paint systems
 Choice of vehicle tow connection


